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NATURAL ADVANTAGES OF SOUTH ATLANTIC

,urn

SOUTH CENTRAL STATES.

If c~lightful climate, fertile soils, satisfactory rainfall, a large
number of navigable rivers, an abundant supply of valuable timber
£or construction purposes, an inexhaustible wealth of minerals, and
a marvelous topography-wonderful valleys, fertile hills, and picturesque mountains-are essential £actors in the making of a mighty
nation, then the South Atlantic and the South Central States of
our Union were designed by nature to be the seat of great activities
along broad lines, with a dense population rich in all material
things-the masses well housed, broadly educated, independent, and
progressive. No equal area upon the globe surpasses these States in
the natural resources enumerated.
ECONOMIC ERRORS OF TIIE OLD SOUTH.

These States were settled mainly by one of the most virile races
that ever touched foot on western shores. ·why, then, did many of
the results which appeared certain to follow fail to materialize? I t
was because of some economic errors that crept into the civilization
of the South at an early period, and shows the far-reaching effect
of even slight deviations from the fundamental laws that govern
civilization.
(1) The labor was mainly compulsory and performed by another
race. This lowered the dignity of labor, because unavoidably the
character of the doer determines the dignity of the thing done. It
ought not to be thus, but it is and has been the case from the formation of human society. This condition was a barrier to free labor
and an obstacle to the immigration of small £armers accustomed to
till their own lands. These influences in many cases contributed to
an emigration of these classes from the South.
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(2) The second great economic error was the adoption by, the
Southern States of the one-crop system of £arming. True, they
chose their taples with wisdom-tobacco, rice. sugar, and cottonfour of the best staples-and they found world markets £or them.
Upon the surface it appears just as sound a policy £or a £armer to
produce one cash crop and supply all his wants from the sale of it
as it is £or a manufacturer to limit his output to one article instead
of many. There is, howeYer, this difference: The manufacturer is
sure of his product, at uniform cost and of standard quality; the
£armer is never certain of the quantity, quality, or cost of his crop,
and should throw out an anchor of safety, so that whatever may occur
to reduce the cash crop it will not curtail the supply of food or clothing, interfere with the schooling of the family, or place in jeopardy
the home.
The great objections to the single-crop system are that it limits
knowledge, narrows citizenship, and does not foster home building,
but does promote commercial £arming. It lacks the element of
safety; if the one cash crop £ails, everything goes-living, clothing.
and all. It might be asked why the many small £armers of the
South did not diversify their crops. Farmers can not produce any
cash crop they like. It must be something recognized by the local
market, and the large planters make the local market.
(3) ~\. third economic error from the standpoint of the state was
the great number of large plantations in the South. ~\. plantation
of seYeral thousand acres worked under one management is like a
great factory; each person employed is limited to one kind of labor.
Ile may work in the stables or garden, be a field hand, or be assigned
to making general improvements and repairs. In any event, there is
one line of work he follows £or life, and he knows no other. That
may be satisfactory from the machine standpoint, but it is bad £or
the citizen. The la/:ge plantation. as generally managed, blocks highways, interferes with schools, retards rural development, and promotes class distinctions as against mass development..
(-1) _\. fourth economic error was failure to utilize the wealth of
minerals, the vast forests of woods matchless £or construction purposes. and other natural resources of the South in such a way as to
build a commom·,ealth that would furnish markets as well as raw
material and thus in a measure become self-sustaining and independent.
The neglect of common schools throughout the rural sections and
the slight attention paid to internal improvements were the natural
results of the other policies adopted.
The price of virgin lands averaged so low that in many cases it
was cheaper to make a new plantation than to restore the· impoverished soils of the old.
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The foregoing statements present only the general view. There
were under the old conditions many planters of high character and
great intelligence who maint,ained an excellent, standard of agriculture. They brecl the best stock of the world and followed an excellent syslem of crop rotation.
DIS.l.8'1'ROUS TRANSI'l'ION PERIOD.

The period of greatest, disaster to agricul!,ure in the South was
from 18Gl to 1890, when nearly all that was excellent in the old
civilization wac:; swept away and little of value substituted. During
this period the South was laid waste by the barbarism of war; then
an unlettered and preYiously subordinate race, in some States more
than equal in numbc:i;s to the rural white population ancl but slightly
amenable to its public opinion, received the ballot and came into the
possession of lands as owners, renters, or occupiers. A lowering of
countr? life drives out the better classes ju:-t as an inferior coinage
usurp,; the place of the more valuable. That, the lands were first
held by a great and virile race is shown by the fact that Caucasian
ciYilization -was not completely o,·erwhelmed by such masses of another race and condition. Nonresident ownership increased, and
"ith it came a more careless tillage, immense waste of fertility by
er osion, and a general deterioration in the character of farm improvements and equipment. Until within the last decade and a hal:f
rurnl conditions and general influence upon ~ational life steadily
declined.
ADDITIOX ,\L C.\ l SES OJ,' m;cLIXE.

T"o other causes of uniYersal effect haYe operated with tremendous
force in the depression of rural conditions in the South: One is
transportation and the other is money-both Yital to farm Ynlues and
farm profits. The cost of transportation of products from the farm
to the seaports has been too high. The poor highways have been one
factor contributing to this : the single commercial crop system has
been another, because it supplied freights only a few months in the
year, furni,.;hing an oversupply for such periods and a deficiency for
the remaincler of the year. The one cash crop intensified the want of
money. It took most of the annual proceeds of the crop to buy needeel supplies, and it created an abnormal demand for money to moYe
out the main crop when it matured.
~\.nother serious obstacle to rural progress has been a scarcity of
l abor. The employers of labor in factories and in the construction of
railroads haYe been able to pay much higher wages than farmers
could afford an<l haYe llrawn no!, only the hirecl laborers from the
farms but many small independent owners of land from their homes.
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RECE:N"T AW AKENIKG AND BETTER PRICES.

X otwithstancling these adverse con<lilions there has been a great
improvement in the South in the last tweke years, due in par t to the
general prosperity of the country and in part to the heroic efforts of
her people. They have put forth almost superhuman efforts to reconstruct upon the best basis what was left, to rebuild what of rnlue
had been destroyed, and to create whatever was necessary to round
out the best civilization of Lhe age. Xo people eyer worked more
heroically an<l "-ith greater unity of purpose.
The higher price of cotton, sugar, and rice, three of the great cash
crops of the South, has, for the first time since disaster came, proYided the means to get out of debt and improYe conditions. ·with the
improvement of fortunes prompt attention was given to home building, the encouragement of education in the founding of schools, the
establishment of manufactures, and a comprehensiYe system of internal improvements. The South is r ural, and her most significant
sign of awakened interest is her effort to place agriculture upon a
better basis.
S::\L\ LL FAR)fS ESSEXTI.AL TO PER ~f AKEXT PROSPERITY.

One object of this paper is to urge that in this great uplift which
marks the people of the South as patr iots ther e shall not be omitted
from the solid foundation placed under their new civilization some
of the essential supports that uphold and perpetuate a republic.
I n the great cities and in the manufacturing centers t here has been
for centuries and probably will continue to be an unrest that arises
:from a conflict between aggregated capital and organized labor. The
great counterbalancing force is a body of prosperous and contented
small farmers distributed over the entire count ry.
A prosperous, intelligent, and contented rural population is therefore essential to our X ational perpetuity. The world's experience
has shown that the best way to secure this is to encourage the division
of all the lands into small farms each owned and operated by one
fa mily.
There ar e t wo ways to look at a small farm: One view- the common one-is that it is a place to make a living, but rather a har d place,
and should be sold as soon as anything easier is found; the other is
that the ower ship of land is a mark of honor, that a patent to land
is a title to nobility, a right to sovereign ty. The ownership must
be absolute and subject only to the state, so that each proprietor is
the independent sovereign of a portion of t he United States, with the
final authority through the ballot to contr ol the local, county , and
National governments-a position of great dignity and power.
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·we speak of" the sovereign people." Arc they to be sovereign in
fact or only in theory? If in £act, then each citizen must own and
control something. In a sense he must be lord of a certain territory.
This territory is called a farm, but legally it is a subdivision of the
state, to ·which the £armer recei\-e,-, perpetual title in order that he
may have the means to support his position as an independent sovereign with clig-nity and by' absolutely governing a small portion of
the l.7nite<l States learn to assist "·isely in governing the whole.
BEST SIZE FOR $:\IALL J!AR:"IIS.

This is the attitude of the state toward individual o"·nership of
land, and these lancls should be of an area that "·ill come nearest to
the development of the perfect citizen and ruler. The area must not
be so large that the income will support the o"·ner without effort
on his part, nor should it be so small that it "·ill make a mere toiler
out of the o,vner, for this narro,vs the intellect. It should be large
enough to 1n·ovidc good farm equipment, buildings, machinery, and
stock and furnish labor for the family. The annual income must
be sufficient to improve the farn1, eclncate the family, assist in starting its members in ways of independent support, and provide a re,-erw for old age. The United States has fixed that area in some
States at 160 acres. The right acreage of the farm depends upon
conditions. In semiarid sections it may require more than double
that number of acres, ,vhile near large cities less than one-fourth
may answer the purpose.
CHANGES NEEDED TO INCREASE TIIE DIGNITY OF RUR.\L LIFE.

Under the new order of things, to attain the best results, the policy
of maintaining large plantations in the South must be abandoned;
all the idle lands must be brought into use and made profitable; labor
£or men and women must be held in honor; diversified agriculture
must supplant the one-crop system to insure safety, and all the best
conditions £or a life of usefulness, culture, and influence must be
established in the country.
Before rural life can be held in the highest honor the following
conditions must be secured :
(1) J._ much larger percentage of the farmers and their families
must be broadly educated and of high character.
(2) The £arm lands must be so improwd and managed as to yield
a more certain and profitable r eturn for labor expended and afford
greater profit than employment. in the cit)'.
(3) The £arm improvements must be durable, suited to the requirements of the £arm, convenient, and attractive.
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(±) Churches, schools, means of communication, social conditions,
and opportunities for accumulating wealth and for civic preferment
must be better for the masses in the country than in the city.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE TRAINING ALONE NOT SUFFICillNT.

The problem is how to effect these rural changes for the better.
Education being so important, many have thought and still think
that the establishment of agricultural colleges will accomplish the
object. Forty years' trial has shown that most of the college-trained
youth, whether in schools of agriculture, science, or classics, leave
the farm for reasons not difficult to understand. The education required is one that can reach the adult masses as well as the young and
will hold them to the farm. The error is in a failure to see that the
situation can not be overcome by a college education, however helpful it may be to a man as a citizen. It is a mass problem and must be
met by a mass training.
TI-IE S:UALL FAR:\I TI-IE BEST SCHOOL.

The practical and sane way of accomplishing the result is to induce
the farmers to try better methods and note the result in improving
their farms-to make tillage less expensive and production more
certain, to double the crop to the acre and halve the cost. ·while
the farmer successfully solves the problems of the farm his experience widens and he becomes a broader man, till he is broad enough
to size up the whole situation and has the means to execute his plan.
As men broaden they have higher aspirations for their children,
and better scholastic education will accompany the general uplift.
·well-informed men "ho are successful farmers are generally
agreed that a thorough knowledge of agriculture can be acquired
in one way only, and that is by working out the problems of the farm
upon the farm. There is a world of details, of business knowledge,
skill, and tact about farming that can be acquired only by contact
with the soil and experience in the life of a farmer.
This education of the farmer upon his farm by "\\Orking out problems in the- field and receiving 1.he answer in the crib or granary is,
like all education, a personal matter, and each man must acquire it
for himself. This points to the small farm, personally worked, as
best for the man, for the land, for society, and for the state.
Education is "·hat a human being absorbs in a usable form by
experience, by observation, and from oral and written instruction.
The world's most important school is the home and the small farm.
To secure the best results the small farmer is forced to diversify his
crop and to haYe a per sonal knowledge of all details relating to the
farm. For safety he must get an income from a variety of products,
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because a single crop may fail in yield or meet a nonresponsi \·e
market. This wider range of products broadens the knowledge of
the farmer, and in the natur al course of training he becomes skilled
in the management of soils, cereal and grass crops, fruits, forests,
domestic animals, farm machinery, and farm improvements. He
is forced to be a student of markets and of the art of buying and
selling to the best advantage; he learns the requirements of society
and the advantages of cooperative effort. Cooperation may commence ·with an exchange of labor v;·ith a neighbor because he is
short-handed, and it may be extended until there is cooperation
with several in buying and selling, in promoting better highways,
schools, and churches, and in the general uplift of the neighborhood.
This small farmer acquires his knowledge from many viewpointsas a laborer and an employer; as a v;·age-earner and a capitalist; as
n producer nnd a consumer; as an owner of land and a payer of
taxes; and as a recipient of the benefits that come from rural improvement and the maintenance of law and order. No school or
college in the land affords such varied instruction as this fa rm life
or impresses it so lastingly upon the mind.
It is a school in v;·hich common sense is taught. Common sem=e
is a thorough appreciation of common things and how to use them
to t he best advantage, or, if principles, how to apply them. This
sort of wisdom can only come through experience. ~fany persons
with slight acquaintance v;·ith books arc perfect encyclopedias of the
common and exact knowledge so useful in everyday life.
THRIFT .\XD COXSERYATIS)I CHARACTERISTIC OF THE S:IIALL FAR)IER.

Xo nation can be great without thrift. Thrift is the conservation
of the products of toil and is tai;ight by lessons of privation. Opulence and large incomes are not teachers of thrift. EYen such as
receive a fixed sa:rary or the wage-workers learn less of thrift than
the small farmer. Once the harvest is ended, the products must be
stored v;·ith care to meet the wants of the family, and all the more
care is necessary if there is no credit system.
The small farmer becomes conse1TatiYe. He is not sure of the
harvest or of the markets, and when these arc made sure he has
learned that the problems of another season must be met beforit. the
present income is safe from depletion.
Communities of small farmers tend to promote common honesty,
a respect for the rights of others and for law·. Xo one is rich enough
to dominate his neighbors or so poor that his influence may be disregarded. The stock, products, and property of all are alike exposed to trespassers and depredators; hence, a common interest unites
them for mutual protection, and the primary lessons of society are
thus taught.
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The education acquired on the small £arm broadens citizenship,
because it is a many-sided education and gins correct impressions
of many phases of life. All over the world the small, independent
£armers arc staunch supporters of conservative government. They
are inte)1se .lovers of home and opposed to radical changes.
Ultimately the small £armer learns to keep a reserve of cash
against emergencies, and these aggregated accumulations become
very important factors in the capital of the Xation, for they are
more reliable than deposits from commercial sources. The vast
foUms of money necessary to carry on the business of a nation are not
derived from the deposits of capitalists, but from the aggregation of
millions of thrifty small depositors. This is especially true in
England, France, Germany, and the United States.
It has been obsened for years that the sons of small £armers
develop managing ability. From their earliest years they are compelled to do things and to act independently. It is from this source
that the greatest number of managers of the various enterprises of
our country have been drawn.
..i BODY OF S:\IALL FARi\IERS ADVANTAGEOUS 'l'O TJIE K.\TION.

If all is considered education that "leads out," develops, or trains
the individual, then the amount of education acquired in even the
best schools is only a fl'action of "·hat the average man must know
to succeed in life. It is, then, of the highest importance to the state
that this greater mass of knowledge should be correct, broad, consen-ative, and elernting. Liberal provision has been made for
schools by the state, by churches, and by individual gifts, but the
molding of this greater knowledge to the best interests of society has
been mainly left to the caprice of individual effort. The state can
with propriety specially foster such conditions o{ society, such lines
of industr~-, or such occupations as evidently tend to mental and
ph?sical vigor, to breadth of understanding, to the best citizenship,
and to the stability of the state. For these ends no more potent
influence has been found than an intelligent, prosperous, and contented body of thrifty small farmers.
POSSIBLE STEPS TOWARD TUE FOSTERING OF S::\IALL F,\R)IERS.
I

The States and the Xational Government have aided by the gift
of lands for homes and by the promotion of rural schools and free
mail delivery. ·what further steps can the Government rightfully
take to improve rural conditions~ Inasmuch as the net values of all
the products 0£ the farms depend upon the cost of transportation as
well as the markets, the ~ ational Government should see that rural
districts are served at a freight charge based on the cost of service
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performed, thus equitably distributing the burdens of transportation. From the fact. that country roads arc just as much a p:irt of
the tran!>portation problem as railroads ancl waterways, the more
important higlrnays through the country should come under State
and Xational superYision, and thus he made a part of our great
system of impro,·ed transportation.
Some plan shonld be dPYisccl and framed into law by which the
farmer may participate in the use• of an e<Juitable portion of the Yast
time deposits of the l)('ople 's money at a moderate rate of interest
and upon such securitic•,-, as lw poss(•ssc";. This wonkl open the door
of opportunity for thousands of thrifty toilers to seek and cstabfo;h
rural hom0s.
By (•,·cry means possible the great dignity of land ownership
should be impressed upon the men and youth of the present generation: but merP reiteration, \Yhet her wrbal or printed. will not accomplish the object. There mm,t be real dignity; th:it is. the m0n
on the farms must hnYc character, rnanlinc,;s, edncatio11. and ener~y.
The farms must show by their impron•mcnts and jndicious managc'ment that they belong to that type of men, for the improYements are
the Yisible expressions of what is in tlw man.
It is impos.,iblP to impress upon anyone that there i-; dignity in
residing upon a farm with irnpoYerished soil, dilapidated buildings,
and an cnYironment of ignorance.
The adult. rural people of the South are open to conYiction an<l
eager lo learn. The problem that confronts the States and the
Xation is, Shall the opportunity be giYen to them or to their
ehildren?
Shall th1.- better conditions be wrought out by successful demonstrations that influenee the present toilers upon the farms. or shall
the reforms be deferred until the next generation and accomplished
by the education an<l training of t.he youth?
1Yh31 may not, a prosperous people carry on both methods simultaneously and reach the desired encl in the briefest period of time?
The great rnlue of educati ng and training youth :for agriculture
is so universally conceded that, it docs not require discussion. The
necessity of pre~enting and impressing better types of husbandry
upon adult farmers through demonstrations under their care is rapidly being accepted by the American people as a most important
means of education :for the rural masses and necessary to any general
and rapid advancement.
The opinion that the municipality, the Stat<>, and the Xation are
responsible only for the mental training of youth, mainly through
books, has been too common. A broader conception of 0ducation
includes instruction to adult:; in all useful lmowledgc applicable t,o
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their ,ocations. In agriculture, the knowledge of the best animals,
implements, seeds, methods of culture, and farm management is a
necessary part of the equipment of the farmer to do his best, and
this knowledge must be made so intensive by demonstration that it
will result in achieYement. If the rural masses can be infiuenccd to
accept and adopt the best methods of tilling the soil, the best plants
and fruits of their kind, animals of the greatest merit bred for the
purposes intended, and a general farm policy and management that
tends to the improvement of the soil, the most economic production,
and the greatest thrift, a proper material basis will be laid for all
other reforms and improvements leading to a broader )....ational life.
It is the intention in this statement to claim that this material impron~ment is a necessary factor in any permanent uplift and that the
education of adults is essential to the great plan of human betterment.
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NATURAL ADVANTAGES OF SO'GTII ATL,\NTIC AND SOGTH CENTRAL STATES.

If dt'lightful climate, fertile soils. satisfactory rainfall, a large
number of navigablt' rivers, an abundant supply of val uable timber
for construction purpo,.;cs, an inexhaustible wealth of minerals, ancl
a marYelous topography-wonderful rnlleys. fertile hills, and pict urt'sque mountains-arc essential factors in the making of a mighty
nation, then the South ~\.tlantic and the South Cmtral fitatt's of
our Union were designed by nature to be the st'at of great actiYities
along broad lines, with a dense population rich in all material
things-the masses well housed, broadly educatt'd. independent. and
progressive. Xo equal area upon the globe surpasses these States in
the natural resources enumerated.
ECONO:UIC ERRORS OF TIIE OLD SOUTH.

These States were settled mainly by one of the most virile races
that ever touched foot on weslern shores. '\'\11~', then, di<l many of
the results which appeared certain to follow fail to materialize? It
was becauc;e of some economic errors that crept into the civilization
of the South at an early period, and sho,Ys the far-reaching effect
of eYen slight deviations from the fundamental laws that govern
civilization.
(1) The labor ,vas mainly compulsory and performed by another
race. This lo,,ere<l the dignity of labor. becau:-:c una,oiclably the
character of the doer determines the dip:nity of the thing clone. It
ought not to be thus, but it is and has been the case from the formation of human society. This condition was a barrier to free labor
and an obstacle to the immigration of small farmers accustomed to
till their own Janek These influcnct'~ in many cases contributed to
an emigration of these cla:;ses from the South.
311
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(2) The second great economic error was the adoption by, the
Southern States of the one-crop system of farming. True, they
chose their staples with "isdom-tobacco, rice, sugar, and cottonfour of the best staples-and they found world markets for them.
upon the surface it appears just as sound a policy for a farmer to
produce one cash crop and supply all his wants from the sale of it
as it is for a manufacturer to limit his output to one article instead
of many. There is, howeYcr. this difference : The manufactur er is
sure of his product, at uniform cost and of standard quality; the
farmer is never certain of the quantity, quality, or cost of his crop,
and should throw out an anchor of safety, so that "hatever may occur
to reduce the cash crop it will not curtail the supply of food or clothing. interfere with the schooling of the family, or place in jeopardy
the home.
·
The great objections to the single-crop system are that it limits
knowledge, narrows citizenship, and does not foster home building.
but does promote commercial farming. It lacks the element of
safety; if the one cash crop fails, everything goes-living, clothing.
and all. It might be asked why the many small farmers of the
South did not diversify their crops. Farmers can not produce any
cash crop they like. It must be something recognized by the local
market, and the large planters make the local market.
(3) A third economic error from the standpoint of the state "as
the great number of large plantations in the South. A plantation
of seYeral thousand acres worked under one management is like a
great factory; each person employed is limited to one kind of labor.
He may work in the stables or garden, be a field hand, or be assigned
to making general improvements and repairs. In any event, there is
one line of work he follows for life, and he knows no other. That
may be satisfactory from the machine standpoint, but it is bad for
the citizen. The large plantation, as generally managed, blocks highways, interferes with. schools, retards rural cleYelopment, and promotes class distinctions as against mass development.
(4) ~\. fourth economic error ·was failure to utilize the wealth of
minerals, the vast forests of ·woods matchless for construction purposes, and other natural resources of the South in such a way as to
build a commonwealth that would furnish markets as well as raw
material and thus in a measure become self-sustaining and independent.
The neglect of common schools throughout the rural sections and
the slight attention paid to internal improvements were the natural
results of the other policies adopted. .
The price of virgin lands averaged so low that in many cases it
was cheaper to make a new plantation than to restore the impoverished soils of the old.
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The foregoing statements present only the general view. There
were under the• old conditions many planters 0£ high character and
great intelligence who maintained an excellent standard 0£ agriculture. They bred lhe best stock 0£ the world and followed an excellent system 0£ crop rotation.
DISASTROUS TR.\NSITION PERIOD.

The. period 0£ greatest disaster to agriculture in the South was
from 18Gl to 1890, when nearly all that 11as excellent in the old
civilization was swept a-way and l ittle 0£ valne substituted. During
this period the South was laid ,rnste by the barbarism 0£ war; then
an unlettered and previously subordinate race, in some States more
than equal in numbers to the rural 11hite population and but slightly
amenable to its public opinion, received the ballot and came into the
possession 0£ lands as owners, renters, or occupiers. A lowering 0£
country li£e drives out the better classes just as an inferior coinage
usurps the place 0£ the more valuable. That the lands were first
h eld by a great and virile race is sho"IYn. by the £act that Caucasian
civilization was not completely overwhelmed by such masses 0£ another race and condition. Nonresident ownership increased, and
·with it came a more careless tillage, immense waste 0£ fertility by
erosion, and a general deterioration in the characler 0£ £arm improvements and equipment. Until within the last decade and a half
rural conditions and general influence upon National life steadily
declined.
ADDITIOKAL CAUSES OF DECLL'rn.

Two other causes 0£ universal effect haYe operated with tremendous
force in the depression of rural conditions in the South: One is
transportation and the olher is money-both Yital to £arm values and
£arm profits. The cost 0£ transportation 0£ products from the £arm
to the seaports has been too high. The poor highways have been one
£a cl or contributing to this; lhe single commercial crop system has
been another, because it supplied freights only a £ew months in the
year, furnishing an oversupply for such periods and a deficiency for
the remainder 0£ the year. The one cash crop intensified the want 0£
money. It took most 0£ the annual proceeds 0£ the crop to buy needed suppl ies, and it created an abnormal demand £or money to moYe
out the main crop when it matured.
Another serious obstacle to rural progress has been a scarcity 0£
l abor. The employers 0£ labor in factories and in the construction 0£
railroads have been able to pay much higher wages t han £armers
could afford and have drawn not only the hir ed laborers from the
farms but many small independent owner s 0£ l and from their homes.
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RECENT .\W.\KENING AND BETI'ER PRICI,S.

X ot withstanding these acl verse eonclitions there has been a great
improvement in the South in the la<;t tweh-e years, due in part to tho
general prosperity of the country ancl in part to the heroic dforh of
her people. They have put forth almost superhuman efforts to reconstruct upon the best basis what was left, to rebuild what of Yalnc
had been destroyed, and to create whate, er was necessary to round
out. the best c-iYilization of the age. X o people ever worked more
heroically and with greater unity of purpose.
The higher price of cotton, sugar, and rice, three of the great cash
crops of the South, has, for the firsL time since disaster came, proYided the means to geL out of debt and improYe conditions. ·with the
improvement of fortunes prompt attention was given to home building, the encouragement of education in the founding of schools, the
establishment of manufactures. and a comprehe~siYc system of internal improvements. The South is rural, and her most significant
sign of awakened interest is her effort to place agriculture upon a
better basis.

I

S'.\L\LL F.\R'.\£S ESSENTIAL TO PER'.\L\NENT PROSPERITY.

One object of this paper is to urge that in this /!reat uplift which
marks the people of the South as patriots there shall not be omitted
from the solid foundation placed under their new civilization some
of the essential supports that uphold and perpetuate a republic.
In the great cities and in the manufacturing centers there has been
for centuries and probably will continue to be an unrest that arises
from a conflict between aggregated capital and organized labor. The
great counterbalancing force is a body of prosperous and contented
small farmers distributed over the entire country.
A prosperous, intelligent, and contented rural population is therefore essential to our Xational perpetuity. The world's experience
has shown that the best way to secure this is to encourage the division
of all the lands into small farms each owned and operated by one
family.
There are two ways to look at a small farm: One view-the common one-is that it is a place to make a living, but rather a hard place,
and should be sold as soon as anything easier is found; the other is
that the owership of land is a mark of honor, that a patent to land
is a title to nobility, a right to sovereignty. The ownership must
be absolute and subject only to the state, so that each proprietor is
the independent sovereign of a portion of the United States, with the
final authority through the ballot to control the local, county, and
National governments-a position of great dignity and power.

I
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We speak of" t he sovereign people." ~\.re they to be sovereign in
fact or only in theory? I£ in fact, then each citizen must own and
control something. In a sense he must be lord of a certain territory.
This territory is called a farm, but legally it is a subdivision of the
state, to which the farmer receives perpetual title in order that he
may haYe the means to support his position as an independent so-vereign ,vith dignity and by absolutely go-verning a small portion of
the united State::; learn to a,sist "·isely in goYerning the whole.
BEST SIZE FOR S:'1.\LL F.\R)IS.

This is the altitude of the state toward individual ownership of
l and, and these lands should be of an area that ,vill come nearest lo
the development of the perfect citizen ancl ruler. The area must not
be so large that the income will support the o"·ner without effort
on his part, nor should it be so small that it "-ill make a mere toiler
out of the owner. for this narro"-s the intellect. It shonlcl be large
enough to prm·ide good farm equipment, buildings, machinery, ancl
stock ancl furnish labor for the family. The annual income must
be sufficient to improve the farm, educate the family, assist in ~tarting its members in ways of independent support, and provide a r e~en-e for old age. The United States has fixed that area in some
States at 160 acres. The r ight acreage of the farm depends upon
conditions. In semiarid sections it may require more than double
that number of acres, while near large cities less than one-fourth
may answer the purpose.
CHANGES XEEDED TO INCREASE THE DIGNITY 01-' RURAL LIFE.

Under the new order of things, to attain the best results, the policy
of maintaining large plantations in the South must be abandoned;
all the idle lands must be brought into use and made profitable; labor
for men and women must be held in honor; diversified agriculture
must supplant the one-crop system to insure safety, and all the best
conditions for a life of usefulness, culture, and influence must be
established in the country.
Before rural life can be held in the highest honor the :following
conditions must be secured :
( 1) ~\.. much larger percentage of the farmers and their families
must be broadly educated and of high character.
(2) The farm lands must be so improved ancl managed as to yielcl
a more certain and profitable return for labor expenclrd and afford
greater profit than employment in t hC' city.
(3) The farm improvements must be durable, suited to the requirements o:f the farm, convenient, and attractive.
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(-±) Churches. schools. means of communication. social conditions,
and opportunities for accumulating "ealth and for civic preferment
must be better for the masses in the country than in the city.
AGRICULTLR.\L COLLEGE TRAINING ALOXE XOT SUI'HCIEXT.

The problem is how to effect these rural changes for the better.
Education being so important, many haYe thought and still think
that the establishment of agricultural colleges "ill accomplish the
object. Forty years' trial has sho"n that most of the college-trained
youth, whether in schools of agriculture, science, or classics, leaYe
the farm for reasons not difficult to understand. The education required is one that can reach the adult masses as well as the young and
will hold them to the farm. The error is in a failure to see that the
situation can not be overcome b)' a college education, however helpful it may be to a man as a citizen. It is a mass problem and must be
met by a mass training.
TIIE S:lfALL F.\R)[ THE BEST SCHOOL.

The practical and sane "ay of accomplishing the result is to induce
the farmers to try better methods and note the result in improving
their farms-to make tillage less expensive and production more
certain, to double the crop to the acre and halve the cost. 1Vhile
the farmer succes::;fully solves the problems of the farm his experience widens and he becomes a broader man, till he is broad enough
to size up the whole situation and has the means to execute his plan.
~\..s men broaden they lm,e higher aspirations for their children,
and beiter scholastic education will accompany the general uplift.
1Vell-informcd men who are succe!-'sful farmers are generally
agreed that a thorough Imo"\\ ledge of agriculture can be acquired
in one way only, and that is by working out the problems of the farm
upon the farm. There is a world of details. of business knowledge,
skill, and tact about farming that can be acqnired only by contact
with the soil and experience in the life of a farmer.
This education of the farmer upon his farm by working out problems in the field and recei Ying the answer in the crib or granary is,
like all education, a personal matter, and each man mnst acqnire it
for himself. This points to the small farm, personally worked, as
best for the man, for the land, for society, and for the state.
Education is what a human being absorbs in a usable form by
experience, by observation, and from oral and "ritten instruction.
The world's most important school is the home and the small farm.
To secure the best results the small farmer is forced to diversify his
crop and to haYC a personal knowledge of all details relating to the
farm. For safety he must get an income from a variety of products,

'
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because a single crop may £ail in yield "or meet a nonresponsive
market. This wider range or products broadens the knowledge of
the £armer, ancl in the natural course of training he becomes skilled
in the management of soils, cereal and grass crops, fruits, forests,
domestic animals, £arm machinery, and £arm improvements. Ile
is forced to be a student of markets and of the art of buying and
selling to the best advantage; he learns the requirements of society
and the advantages of cooperative effort. Cooperation may commence with an exchange of labor "·ith a neighbor because he is
short-handed, and it may be extended until there is cooperation
with several in buying and selling, in promoting better highways,
schools, and churches, and in the general uplift of the neighborhood.
This small £armer acquires his knowledge from many viewpointsas a laborer and an employer; as a wage-earner and a capitalist; as
r producer and a consumer; as an O'llner of land and a payer of
taxes: and as a recipient of the benefits that come from rural improvement and the maintenance of law and order. Xo school or
college in the land affords such varied instruction as this £arm life
or impresses it so lastingly upon the mind.
It is a school in "·hich common sense is taught. Common sen~e
is a thorough appreciation of common things and how to use them
to the best advantage, or, if principles, ho" to apply them. This
sort of "·is<lom can only come through experience. :Many persons
,,ith slight acquaintance "·ith books are perfect encyclopedias of the
common and exact knowledge so useful in everyday life.
THRIFT .\"'D COXSERYATIS::II CIL\R.\CTERISTIC OF TIIE S:1iIALL FAR::l[ER .

Xo nation can be great --ithout thrift. Thrift is the conservation
of the products of toil and is taught by lessons of privation. Opulence and large incomes are not teachers of thrift. Even such as
receive a fixed salary or the "·age---orkers learn le_ss of thrift than
the small £armer. Once the harvest is ended, the products must be
stored ,,ith care to meet the --ants of the family, and all the more
care is necessary if there is no credit system.
The small £armer becomes conse~vative. He is not sure of the
harvest or of the markets, and "·hen these are made sure he has
learned that the problems of another season must be met before the
present income is safe from depletion.
Communities of small farmers tend to promote common honesty,
a respect for the rights of others and £or law . Xo one is rich enough
to dominate h is neighbors or so poor that his influence may be disregarded. The stock, products, and propert~, of all arc alike exposed to trespassers and depreclators; hence, a common interest unitC'S
t hem for mutual protection, and the primary lessons of society are
thus taught.
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The Cllucation acquired on the small farm broa<len,., citizenship,
becau:-e it is a many-sided education and gin~.s correct impre:;sions
of many phases of life. ~\.11 orcr the wol'ld the small: indepeu<lellt
farn1C'rs arc staunch :--upportcrs of ronsernlti ,·c gO\'frnmenL Thry
arr intense Ion-rs of ho111c and opposed to radical changes.
Ultimately the small farmer learns to kcl'P a re,.,en·e of ca,.,h
again:-t enwrgencies, ancl the.-.e agg-regatecl acenmnlations beconw
,·cry important factors in the' capital of tlw Xation. for they an,
more rrliable than deposit:-- from commercial sourCl''-'. The Ya::;(,
Huns of money neces,.,ary to carry on the busilless of a nation arc not.
deriw<l from the deposits of capitalists, but from the aggregation of
millions of thrifty small depositor:-. This is especiall~· tnw i 1
England: France, Germany, and ihe united States.
,., It has brl'n ohser\'cd for year,,, that the sons of small farmers
dc\'elop ma11aging ability. From thrir earliest years they are com
pellec1 to <lo things and to :-ct independently. It is from this souret'
that the greate"t number of managers of the nuious enterprise:; of
our conn try ha Ye been dra" n .
•\ BODY OF S:lf.\LL F.\R)IERS ,\DY.\XT.\GEOCS TO Tirn X.\TTOX.

If all is considered education that ·' leach, out." dnelops, or trains
the individual. then the amount of education acquired in eYen the
be:,t schools is only a fraction of ,Yhat the awraae man must know
to succeed in life. It is. then. of the highest importance• to the i::tale
that this greatrr mai::s of knowledge should be correct, broacl. conserrnti,·e, and elcrnting. Liberal proYision has been macle for
1-chools by the state, by churchc:--, and by indiYiclual gift-:. but the
molding of this greater knowledge to the be-..t interests of society has
been mainly left to the caprice of indiYidnal effort. The state can
with propriety specially foster f'uch conditions of ~ociety, such lines
of industry, or i::uch occupations as cYiclently tend to mental and
physical Yigor. to breadth of understanding, to the best citizenship,
and to the stability of the state. For the,-c ends no more potent
influence has been found than an intelligent, prosperous, an<l contented body of thrifty small farmers.
POssrnu; STI;Ps TO\\'.\RD THE FOSTERIXG OF S::\[,\T,T, J,',\R::\£ERS.

Thr States and the X ational Government ha,·e aided by the gift
of lands for homes and hy the promotion of rural schools and free
mail deliYery. 11rhat further steps can the Go,·ernment rightfully
take to improYc rural condition,-? Inasmuch as the net ,·nlues of all
the products of the forms depend upon the cost of transportation as
wrll as the markets, the ~ational GorN·nment should see that rural
districts arc senc<l at a freight charge based 011 the cost of se1Tice
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performed, thus rquitably distributiug the burdens of t ransportation. From the :fact that cow1try roads are just as much a pnrt of
the transportation probll'm as railroads and waterways, the more
important highways through the country should come under State
and Xational supervision, and thus be made a part of our great
system of improwd transportation.
Some plan should be deYised and framed into law by -which the
farmer may participate iu the use of an equitable portion of the rnst
time deposits of thr people's monry at a moderate rate of interest
and upon such sccuritil's as he possesses. This would open the door
of opportunity for thousands of thrifty toilers to seek and establish
rural homes.

By <'Yery means po,,sible the great dignity of land ownership
should be impressed upon the men and youth of the present generation: but mere reiteration, "·hether Yerbal or printl'd, will not accompfo,h the object There must be real dignity; that is, the men
on the farms must haYe character, manliness, education, and energy.
The farms must show Ly their improvem~nts and judicious management that they bl'long to that type of men, for the improYements arc
the visiLl<' expressions of what is in the man.
It is impossible• to impress upon anyone that thern is dignity in
residing upon a farm with impoverished soil, clil:lpidatecl buildings,
aml nn em·ironnwnt of ignorance•.
The ndult rural people of the South are open to com iction an<l
rager to learn. The problem that confronts the States and the
X at ion is, Shall the opportunity be giYen to them or to their
children?
Shall the better conditions be wrought out by successful demonstrations that influence the present toikrs upon the :farms, or shall
the reforms be deferred until the next generntion and accomplished
by the education and training of the youth?
"'hy may not a prosperous people carry on both methods simultaneously and reach the clesirecl end in the briefest period of time?
The great rnlue of educating and training youth for agriculture
is so universally conceded that it <loes not require discussion. The
necessity of presenting and impressing better types of husbandry
upon adult farmers through demonstrations under their care is rapidly being accepted Ly the .American people as a most important
means of education for the rural masses and necessary to any general
and rapid advancement.
The opinion that the municipality, the Stat;(', and the Xation are
responsible only for the mental training of youth, mainly through
books, has been too common. A broader conception of education
includes instruction to adults in all useful knowledge applicable to
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their ,ocations. In agriculture, the knowledge of the best animals,
implements, seeds, methods of culture, and farm management is a
necessary part of the t•quipment of the farmer to do his l>etit, and
this knowkdge must be made so intensiw by demonstration that it
will result in achieYemcnt. If the rural masses can be influeneed to
accept and adopt, the best methods of tilling the soil, tlw best plants
and fruits of their kind, animals of the greatest merit bred for the
purposes intended, and a general farm polic,v and management that
tends to the improYemen(, of the soil, the most economic production,
and the greatest thrift. n proper makria I basis will be laid for all
other reforms and impro,·ements leading to a broader Xational life.
It is the intention in this statement to claim that this material imJH'OYCnwnt is a 1wcessary factor in any permanent uplift and that the
education of adults is cs::.ential to the great plan of human betterment.
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NATURAL ADVANTAGES OF SOUTII ATLANTIC AND SOUTll CENTRAL STATES.

If delightful clima le, fertile soils, satisfactory rainfall, a large
number of navigable rivers, an abundant supply of Ynlnable timber
for construction purpose.s, an inexhaustible "·ealth of minerals, and
a marvelous topography-wonderful valleys, fertile hills, and picturesque mountains-are essential factors in the making of a mighty
nation, then the South Atlantic and the South Central States of
our Union were designed by nature to be the seat of great activities
along broad lines, with a dense population rich in all material
things-the masses well housed, broadly educated, independent, and
progressive. No eqnal area upon the globe surpasses these States in
the natural resources enumerated.
ECONO)HC ERRORS OF THE OLD SOUTH.

These States were settled mainly by one of the most virile races
that eyer touched foot on western shore,. "Thy, then, did many of
the results which appeared certain to follow fail to materialize? It
was because of some economic errors that crept into the ciYilization
of the South at an early period, and shows the far-reaching effect
of even slight deviations from the fundamental laws that govern
civilization.
(1) The labor was mainly compulsory and performed by another
race. This lowered the dignity of labor, becirnse unavoidably the
character of the doer determines the dignit)' of the thing done. It
ought not to be thus, but it is and has been the case from the formation of human society. This condition wns n bnrricr to free labor
and an obstacle lo the immigrntion of small farmers accustomed lo
till their own lands. These influences in many cases contributed to
an emigration of these classes :from the South.
311
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(2) The second great economic error was the adoption by, the
Southern States of the one-crop system 0£ £arming. True, they
chose their staples with wisdom-tobacco, rice, sugar, and cottonfour 0£ the best staples-and they found world markets for them.
Upon the surface it appears just as sound a policy £or a farmer to
produce one cash crop and supply all his wants from the sale 0£ it
as it is for a manufacturer to limit his output to one article instead
0£ many. There is, however, this difference: The manufacturer is
sure 0£ his product, at uniform cost and of standard quality; the
£armer is never certain 0£ the quantity, quality, or cost of his crop,
and should throw out an anchor of safety, so that whatever may occur
to reduce the cash crop it will not curtail the supply 0£ food or clothing, interfere with the schooling of the family, or place in jeopardy
the home.
The great objections to the single-crop system are that it limits
knowledge, narrows citizenship, and does not foster home building,
but does promote commercial £arming. It lacks the element of
safety; if the one cash crop £ails, everything goes-living, clothing,
and all. It might be asked why the many &mall £armers of the
South did not diversify their crops. Farmers can not produce any
cash crop they like. It must be something recognized by the local
market, and the large planters make the local market.
(3) A third economic error from the standpoint 0£ the state was
the gr<'at number of large plantations in the South. A plantation
0£ several thousand acres worked under one management is like a
great factory; each person employed is limited to one kind 0£ labor.
He may work in the stables or garden, be a field hand, or be assigned
to making general improvements and repairs. In any event, there is
one line 0£ work he follows for life, and he knows no other. That
may be satisfactory from the machine standpoint, but it is bad £or
the citizen. The large plantation, as generally managed, blocks highways, interferes "·ith schools, retards rural de,·elopment, and promotes class distinctions as against mass development.
( 4) A fourth economic error was failure to utilize the wealth of
minerals, the vast forests of woods matchless £or construction purposes, and other natural resources of the South in such a way as to
build a commonwealth that, would furnish markets as well as raw
material and thus in a measure become self-sustaining and independent.
The neglect 0£ common schools throughout the rural sections and
the slight attention paid to internal improvements were the natural
results 0£ the other policies adopted.
The price of virgin lands averaged so low that in many cases it
was cheaper to make a new plantation than to restore the impoverished soils of the old.
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The foregoing statements present only the general view. There
were under the old conditions many planters of high character and
great intelligence who maintained an excellent standard of agriculture. They bred the best stock of the world and followed an excellent system of crop rotation.
DISASTROUS TRANSITION PERIOD.

The periocl of greatest disaster to agriculture in the South was
from 1861 to 1890, when nearly all that was excellent in the old
civilization was swept away and liltle of value substituted. During
this period the South was laid waste by the barbarism of war; then
an unlettered and previously subordinate race, in some States more
than equal in numbers to the rural ,Yhite population and but slightly
amenable to its public opinion, r eceived the ballot and came into the
possession of lands as owners, renters, or occupiers. A lowering of
country life drives out lhe better classes just as an inferior coinage
usurp:; the place of the more valuable. That the lands were first
held by a great and virile race is shown by the fact that Caucasian
civilization was not completely overwhelmed by such m~~ses of another race and condition. Nonresident ownership increased, and
with it came a more careless tillage, immense waste of fertility by
erosion, and a general deterioration in the character of £arm improvements and equipment. Until within the last decade and a half
rural conditions and general influence upon National life steadily
declined.
.\DDITION Ar, (:A lTS~;s ()[' m :CLlN~, .

Two other causes of uni,·ersal effect haYe operated with tremendous
force in the depression of rural conditions in the South: One is
transportation and the other is money- both Yital to £arm values ancl
£arm profits. The cost of transportation of products from the £arm
to the seaports has been too high. The poor highways have been one
£actor contributing to this; the single commercial crop system has
been another, because it supplied freights only a few months in the
year, furnishing an oversupply £or such periods and a deficiency £or
the remainder of the year. The one cash crop intensified the want of
money. It took most of the annual proceeds of the crop to buy needed supplies, and it created an abnormal demand for money to move
out the main crop when it matured.
Another serious obstacle to rural progress has been a scarcity of
labor. The employers of labor in factories and in lhe construction of
railroads have been able to pay much higher wages than £armers
could afford an<l have drawn not only the hired laborers from the
.farms but many small independent owners of land from their homes.
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RECENT a\W.\KENING AND BETTER PRICES.

Notwithstanding these adverse conditions there has been a great
improvement in the South in the last twelve years, due in part to the
general prosperity of the country and in part to the heroic efforts of
her people. They have put forth almost superhuman efforts to reconstruct upon the best basis what was left, to rebuild what of Yalue
had been destroyed, and to create whatever was necessary to round
out the best civilization of the age. X o people eyer worked more
heroically and with greater unity of purpose.
The higher price of cotton, sugar, and rice, three of the great cash
crops of the South, has, for the first time since disaster came, proYided the means to get out of debt and improYe conditions. With the
improvement of fortunes prompt attention was given to home building, the encouragement of education in the founding of schools, the
establishment of manufactures, and a comprehensiYe system of internal improvements. The South is rural, and her most significant
sign of awakened interest is her effort to place agriculture upon a
better basis.
S:\IALL FAR:\IS ESSENTIAL TO PER~IANENT PROSPERITY.

One object of this paper is to urge that in this great uplift which
marks the people of the South as patriots there shall not be omitted
from the solid foundation placed under their new civilization some
of the essential supports that uphold and perpetuate a republic.
In the great cities and in the manufacturing centers there has been
for centuries and probably will continue to be an unrest that arises
from a conflict between aggregated capital and organized labor. The
great counterbalancing force is a body of prosperous and contented
small farmers distributed over the entire country.
A prosperous, intelligent, and contented rural population is therefore essential to our N"ational perpetuity. The world's experience
has shown that the best way to secure this is lo encourage the division
of all the lands into small farms each owned and operated by one
family.
There are two ways to look at a small farm: One view-the common one-is that it is a place to make a living, but rather a hard place,
and should be sold as soon as anything easier is found ; the other is
that the owership of land is a mark of honor, that a patent to land
is a title to nobility, a right to sovereignty. The ownership must
be absolute and subject only to the state, so that each proprietor is
the independent sovereign of a portion of the United States, with the
final authority through the ballot to control the local, county, and
National governments-a position of great dignity and power.
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·we speak of" the sovereign people." Are they to be sovereign in
fact or only in i.heory ~ If in fact, then each citizen must own and
control something. In a sense he must be lord of a certain territory.
This territory is called a farm, but legally it is a subdivision of the
state, to which the farmer r eceives perpetual i.itle in order that he
may have the means to support his position as an independent sovereign with dignity and by absolutely governing a small portion of
the United States learn to assist "isely in goYerning the whole.
BEST SIZE FOR S::\IALI, FARJ\IS.

This is the attitude of the state toward individual ownership of
land, and these lands should be of an area i.hat will come nearest to
the development of the perfect citizen and ruler. The area must not
be so large that the income will support the owner "ithout effort
on his part, nor should it be so small that it will make a mere toiler
out of the owner, for this narrows the intellect. It should be large
enough to provide good farm equipment, buildings, machinery, and
stock and furnish labor for the family. The annual income must
be sufficient to improve the farm, educate the family, assist in starting its member s in ways of independent suppor t, and provide a reserve for old age. The United States has fixed that area in some
States at 160 acres. The right acreage of the farm depends upon
conditions. In semiarid sections it may r equire more than double
that number of acr es, while near large cities less than one-fourth
may answer the purpose.
CHANGES NEEDED TO INCREASE TJIE DIGNITY OF RU RAL LIFE.

Under the new order of i.hings, i.o attain the best results, the policy
of maintaining large plantations in the South must be abandoned;
all the idle lands must be brought into use and made profitable; labor
for men and women must be held in honor; diversified agriculture
must supplant the one-crop system to insure safety, and all the best
conditions for a life of usefulness, culture, and influence must be
established in the country.
Before rural life can be held in the· highest honor the following
conditions must be secured:
(1) A much larger percentage of th<' farmers and their famili<'s
must be broadly educated and of high character.
(2) T he farm lands must be so improved and managed as to yield
a more certain and profitable return for labor expended and afford
greater profit than employment in the city.
(3) The farm improvements must be durable, suited to the requirements of the farm, convenient, and attractive.
·
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(4) Churches, schools, means of communication, social conditions,
and opportunities for accumulating wealth and for civic preferment
must be better for the mas.ses in the country than in the city.
AGRICUL'l'URAL COLLEGE TRAINING ALONE NOT SUFFICIENT.

The problem is how to effect these rural changes £or the better.
Education being so important, many have thought and still think
that the e tablishment of agricultural colleges will accomplish the
object. Forty years' trial has shown that most of the college-trained
youth, whether in schools of agriculture, science, or classi~s, leave
the £arm for reasons not difficult to understand. The education required is one that can reach the adult masses as well as the young and
will hold them to the £arm. The error is in a failure to see that the
~ituation can not be overcome by a ('Ollege education, however helpful it may be to a man as a citizen. It is a mass problem and must be
met, by a mass training.
THE S)[ALL F.\R)[ THE BEST SCHOOL.

The practical and sane way of accomplishing the result is to induce
the £armers to try better methods and note the result in improving
their farms-to make tillage less expensive and production more
certain, to double the crop to the acre and halve the cost. While
the £armer successfully solves the problems of the £arm his experience widens and he becomes a broader man, till he is broad enough
to size up the whole situation and has the means to execute his plan.
As men broaden they have higher aspirations for their children,
and better scholastic education will accompany the general uplift.
,vell-informed men ,,ho are successful £armers are generally
agreed that a thorough knowledge of agriculture can be acquired
in one way only, and that is b~r ,rnrking out the problems of the £arm
upon the £arm. There is a world of details, of business knowledge,
skill, and tact about £arming that can be acquired only by contact
with the soil and experience in the life of a £armer.
This education of the £armer upon his £arm by working out problems in the field and receiving the answer in the crib or granary is,
like all education, a personal matter, and each man must acquire it
for himself. This points to the small £arm, personally worked, as
best for the man, for the land, for society, and for the state.
Education is "·hat a human being absorbs in a usable form by
experience, by observation, and from oral and written instruction.
The world's most important i:::chool is the home and the small £arm.
To secure the best results the small £armer is forced to diversify his
crop and to have a personal knowledge of all details relating to the
£arm. For safety he must get an income from a variety of products,
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because a single crop may fail in yield or meet a nonresponsivc
market. This wider range of products broadens the knowledge of
the £armer, and in the natural course of training he becomes skilled
in the management of soils, cereal and grass crops, fruits, forests,
domestic animals, farm machinery, and farm improvements. He
is forced to be a student of markets and of the art of buying and
selling to the best advantage; he learns the requirements of society
and the advantages of cooperative effort. Cooperation may commence with an exchange of labor with a neighbor becau,.:e he is
short-handed, and it may be extended until there is cooperation
with several in buying and selling, in promoting better highways,
sch"bols, and churches, and in the general uplift of the neighborhood.
This small farmer acquires his knowledge from many viewpoints:i.s a laborer and an employer: as a wage-earner and a capitalist; as
:i. producer and a consumer: as an owner of land and a payer of
taxes; and as a recipient of the benefits that come from rural improvement and the maintenance of law and order. No school or
college in the land affords such varied instruction as this £arm life
or impresses it so lastingly upon the mind.
It is a school in which common sense is taught. Common sen~c
is a thorough appreciation of common things and how to use them
to the best advantage, or, if principles, how to apply them. This
sort of wisdom can only come through experience. :Many persons
with slight acquaintance with books arc perfect encyclopedias of the
common and exact knowledge so useful in ever yday life.
THRIFT AXD COXSERV.\TIS:11 CHARACTERISTIC OF THE S:IIALL FAR:l[ER.

· Ko nation can be great without thrift. Thrift is the conservation
of the products of toil and is taught by lessons of privation. Opulence and large incomes are not teachers of thrift. Even such as
receive a fixed salary or the ,rnge-worker s learn less of thrift than
the small farmer. Once the harvest is ended, the products must be
stor ed ,,ith care to meet the wants of the family, and all the more
care is necessary if there is no credit system.
The i:im all farmer becomes conservative. H e is not sure of the
harvest or of the markets, and when these arc made sure he has
learned that the problems of another season must be met before tho
present income is safe from depletion.
Communities of small farmers tend lo promote common honesty.
a r espect for the rights of others and £or law. ::Xo one is rich enough
io dominate his neighbor,, or so poor that his influence may be disregarded. The stock, products, and property of all are alike exposed to trespasser s and deprcdators; hence, a common interest unites
them £or mutual protection, and the primary lessons of society are
thus taught.
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The education acquired on the small farm broadens citizenship,
because it, is a many-sided education and gi ,·cs correct impressions
of many phases of life. ~\.11 OYer the world t.he small, independent
farmers are staunch supporters of conservative goYernment. They
are intense loYers of home and opposed to radical changes.
Ultimately the small farmer learns to keep a reserve of cash
against emergencies, and these aggregated accumulations become
nry importa11t factors in the capital of the Nat.ion, for they are
more reliable than deposits from commercial sources. The vast
sums of money necessary to carry on the business of a nation are not
derived from the deposits of capitalists, but from the aggregation of
millions of thrifty small depositors. This is especially trnc in
England, France, Germany, and the "Guiled States.
It has been obserYed for yenrs that the sons of small farmers
cle,elop managing ability. From their earliest years they are compelled to do things and to act independently. It is from this source
that the greatest number of managers of the various enterprises of
our countr? have been dra,Yn .
•\ BODY OF $)!ALL FAR::IIERS ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE N.\TION.

If all is considered education that '· leads out," deYelops, or trains
the individual, then the amount of education acquired in e,en the
best schools is only a fraction of what the average man must know
to succeed in life. It is, then, of lhe highest importance to the ,::tate
that this great.er mass of knowledge should be correct, broad , conscn-ative, and elenting. Liberal provision has been made for
schools by the state, by churchc,::, and by individual gifts, but the
molding of this greater knowledge to the best interests of society has
been mainly left to the caprice of individual effort. The state can
'l\ith propriety specially foster such conditions of society, such lines
of industry, or suC'h occupations as cvidenily tend to mental and
physical vigor. lo breadth of understanding, to the best citizenship,
and to the stabi lity of the state. For these encls no more potent
influence has been found than an intelligent, prosperous, and contented body of thrifty small farmers.
POSSIBLE STEPS 'l'OWARD THE l'OSTI~RTNG OF S:\IALL F.\R:\IERS.

The Slates ancl the Xational Government have aided by the gift
of lands for homes and by the promotion of rural schools and free
mail delivery. ,vhat further steps can the GoYcrnment rightfully
lake to improve rural conditions? Inasmuch as the net values of nll
the products of the farms depend upon the cost of transportation as
,,ell as the markets, the Xational Government should see that rural
districts are served at a freight charge based on the cost of service
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performed, thus equitably distributing lhe burdens of transportation. From the fact that country roads are just as much a part of
the transportation problem as railroads and waterways, the more
important highways through the country should come under State
and National supervision, and thus be made a part of our great
system of improved transportation.
Some plan should be deYised and framed into law by which the
farmer may participate in the use of an equitable portion of the vast
lime deposits of the people's money at a moderate rate of interest
and upon such securities as he possesses. This would open the door
of opportunity for thousands of thrifty toilers to seek and establish
rural homes.
By every means possible the great dignity of land ownership
should be impressed upon the men and youth of the present generation; but mere reiteration, whether Yerbal or printed, will not accomplish the object. There must be real dignity; that is, the men
on the farms must haYe character, manliness, education, and energy.
The farms must show by their improvements and judicious management that they belong lo that type of men, for the improYements are
the visible expressions of what is in the man.
It is impossible lo impress upon anyone that there is dignity in
residing upon a farm with impoverished soil, dilapidated buildings,
and an e1n-ironmenl of ignorance.
The adult rural people of the South are open to conviction and
eager to learn. The problem that confronts the States and the
Nation is, Shall the opportunity be giYen to them or to their
children 1
Shall the better conditions be wrought out by successful demonstrations that influence the present toilers upon lhe farms, or shall
lhe reforms be· deferred until the next generation and accomplished
by lhe education and training of lhe youth?
1Vhy may noL a prosperous people carry on both methods simultaneously and reach the desired end in thc briefest period of time?
The great value of educating and training youth for agriculture
is so universally conceded lhat it docs not. require discussion. The
necessity of presenting and impressing better types of husbandry
upon adult farmers through demonstrations under their care is rapidly being accepted by the American people as a most important
means of education for the rural masses and necessary to any general
and rapid advancement.
The opinion that the municipality, the State, and the Xation are
responsible only for the mental training of youth, mainly through
books, has been too common. ~\ broader conception of education
includes instruction to adults in all useful knowledge applicable to
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their vocations. In agriculture, the knowledge of the best animals,
implements, seeds, methods of culture, and farm management is a
necessary part of the equipment of the farmer to do his best, and
this knowledge must be made so intensive by demonstration that it
will result in achievement. If the rural masses can be influenced to
accept and adopt the best methods of tilling the soil, the best plants
and fruits of their kind, animals of the greatest merit bred for the
purposes intended, and a general farm policy and management that
tends to the improvement of the soil, the most economic production,
and the greatest thrift, a proper material basis will be laid for all \_,
other reforms and improvements leading to a broader National life.
It is the intention in this statement to claim that this material improvement is a necessary factor in any permanent uplift and that the
education of adults is essential to the great plan of human betterment.
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CAUSES OF SOUTHERN RURAL CONDl'fIONS AND THE
SMALL FAR:ll AS AN UIPORTA~T RE}IEDY.
By S. A.

KNAPP,

Speciai A.gent in Charge of f,'armer8· Coo]Jcratii;e Demonstration Work,
Bureau of Plant Industry.
·
NATURAL ADVANTAGES OF SOUTH ATLANTIC AXD SOUTH CEXTRAL STATES.

I:£ delightful climate, fertile soils, satisfactory rainfall, a large
number of navigable rivers, an abundant supply of valuable timber
for construction purposes, an inexhaustible wealth of minerals, and
a marvelous topography-wonderful valleys, fertile hills, and picturesque mountains-are essential factors in the making of a mighty
nation, then the South Atlantic and the South Central States of
our Union were designed by nature to be the seat of great activities
along broad lines, ,rith a dense population rich in all material
things-the masses well housed, broadly educated, independent, and
progressive. No equal area upon the globe surpasses these States in
the natural resources enumerated.
ECONO)1IC ERRORS OF THE OLD SOUTH.

These States were settled mainly by one of the most virile races
that ever touched foot on western shores. ,Yhy, then, did many of
the results which appeared certain to follow fail to materialize? It
was because of some economic errors that crept into the civilization
of the South at an early period, and shows the far-reaching effect
of even slight deviations from the fundamental laws that govern
civilization.
(1) The labor was mainly compulsory and performed by another
race. This lowered the dignity of labor, because unavoidably the
character of the doer determines the dignity of the thing done. It
ought not to be thus, but it is and has been the case from the formation of human society. This condition was a barrier to free labor
and an obstacle to the immigration of small farmers accustomed to
till their own lands. These influencb in many cases contributed to
,an emigration of these classes from the South.
311
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(2) The second great economic error was the adoption by, the
Southern States of the one-crop system of farming. True, they
chose their staples with wisdom-tobacco, rice, sugar, and cottonfour of the best staples-and they found world markets for them.
Upon the surface it appears just as sound a policy for a farmer to
produce one cash crop and supply all his wants from the sale of it
as it is for a manufacturer to limit his output to one article instead
of many. There is, however, this difference: The manufacturer is
sure of his product, at uniform cost and of standard quality; the
farmer is never certain of the quantity, quality, or cost of his crop,
and should throw out an anchor of safety, so that whatever may occur
t.o reduce the cash crop it will not curtail the supply of food or clothing, interfere with the schooling of the family, or place in jeopardy
the home.
The great objections to the single-crop system are that it limits
knowledge, narrows citizenship, and does not foster home building,
but does promote commercial farming. It lacks the element of
safety; if the one cash crop fails, everything goes--living, clothing,
and all. It might be asked why the many small farmers of the
South did not diversify their crops. Farmers can not produce any
cash crop they like. It must be something recognized by the local
market, and the large planters make the local market.
(3) A third economic error from the standpoint of the state was
the great number of large plantations in the South. A plantation
of sewral thousand a~res worked under one management is like a
great factory; each person employed is limited to one kind of labor.
Ile may work in the stables or garden, be a field hand, or be assigned
to making general improvements and repairs. In any event, there is
one line of work he follows for life, and he knows no other. That
may be satisfactory from the machine standpoint, but it is bad for
the citizen. The large plantation, as generally managed, blocks highways, interferes with ,-:chools, retards rmal development, and promotes class distinctions as against mass development.
(4) ~\. fourth economic error was failure to utilize the wealth of
minerals. the vast forests of ,voods matchless for construction purposes. and other natural resources of the South in such a way as to
build n commonwealth that ,,ould furnish market.c, as well as raw
material and thus in a measure become self-sustaining and independent.
The neglect of common schools throughout the rural sections and
the slight attention paid to internal improvements were the natural
results of the other policies adppted.
The price of virgin lands averaged so low that in many cases it
was cheaper to make a new plantation than to restore the impoverished soils of the old.
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The foregoing slatemeuh; prC'sent only lhe general view. There
were under lhe old conditions many planters of high character and
great, intelligence who maintained an excellent standard of agriculture. They bred the best stock of the world and followed an excellent system of crop rotation.
DIS.\STROl:'S TR.\NSITIOX PERIOD.

The period of greatest, disaster lo agriculture in the South was
from 1861 to 1890, when nearly all that was excellent in the old
ciYilization ,vas swC'pt away and little of value substitutt'd. During
this period the South was laid waste by lhC' barbarism of war; then
an unlettered aucl previously subordinate race, in l"ome States more
thau equal in numlwrs to the rural w·hite population and but, slightly
amenable lo its public opinion, received the ballot an<l came into the
pos.-;ession of lands as owners, renters, or oc-cupiers. A lowering of
country life drives out, the bettt'r classes just as an inferior coinage
usurps the place of the more valuable. That the lands were first
held by a great and virile race is shown by the fact that Caucasian
ciYilization was not, completely overwhelmed b_y such masses of another race and condition. X onre~dent ownership increased, and
,Yith it came a more careless tillage. immense waste of fertility by
erosion, and a general clt'terioration in lht' charackr of farm improvements and equipment. Until within the last decade and a. half
rural conditions and general influence upon ~ ational life steadily
declined.
ADDITIO~C\L C.\l-SES OF DE('LIXE.

Two other causes of uniYersal effect ha Ye operated with tremendous
force in the depression of rural conditions in the South : One j,;
transportation and the other is money-both Yitai to farm rnlues and
farm profits. The cost of transportation of products from the :farm
to the seaports has been too high. The poor highways have been one
factor contributing to this: the single commercial crop system has
been another, because it supplird freights only a few months in the
:vear. furnishing an oversupply for such periods and a deficiency for
the remainder of the year. The one cash crop intensified the want of
money. It took most of the annual proceeds of the crop to buy needed supplies, and it created an abnormal demand for money to moYe
out the main crop when it maturPcl.
~\.nothcr serious obstacle to rural progress has been a scarcity of
labor. The employers of labor in factories and in the construction of
railroads haw been able to pay much higher wages than farmers
could afford and haYe clrawn no( only the hirecl laborers from the
farms but many small independent owners of land from their homes.
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RECEXT ,\ W,\KENIXG .\ND IlETTBR PRICl~S.

X otwithstanding the,;e acherse conditions there has been a great
improvement in the South in the last t"·cJye years, clue in part to the
genernl prosperity of the country and in part to the heroic efforb of
lwr peopk. They haw puL forth almost superhuman efforts to reronstruct upon the best basis what "·as left, to rebuild what of rnlue
had bt•rn destroyed, ancl to ereate whatever was necessary to round
out the best. civilization of the age. Xo people eYer "·orkecl more
heroic-all~· and with greater unity of purpose.
The higher price of cotton, sugar, and rice. three of the great cash
crops of the South, has, for the first time since disaster came, proYidecl the means to get out of debt and improYe conditions. ,Yith the
improYement of fortunes prompt attention was giYen to home building, the encouragement of education in the founding- of schools. the
establishment of manufactures. and a comprehensi,e systrm of internal improvements. The South is rural, and her most significant
sign of awakened interest is her effort to place agricultme upon a
better basis.
S::IL\LL J:',\R::IIS F.SSEXTI.\L TO PER::IL\NE::--T PROSPERITY.

One object of this paper is to urge that in this great uplift which
marks the people of the South as patriots there shall not be omitted
from the solid foundation placed under their new civilization some
of the essential supports that uphold and perpetuate a republic.
In the great cities and in the manufacturing centers there has been
for centuries and probably will continue to be an unrest that arises
from a conflict between aggregated capital and organized labor. The
great counterbalancing force is a body of prosperous and contented
small farmers distributed over the entire country.
A prosperous, intelligent, and contented rural population is therefore essential to our X ational perpetuity. The world's experience
has shown that the best way to secure this is to encourage the division
of all the lands into small farms each owned and operated by one
family.
There are two ways to look at a small farm : One view-the common one-is that it is a place to make a living, but rather a hard place,
and should be sold as :;oon as anything easier is found; the other is
that the owership of land is a mark of honor, that a patent to land
j,; a title to nobility, a right to sovereignty. The ownership must
be absolute and subject only to the state, so that each proprietor is
the independent ~overeign of a portion of the United States, with the
final authority through the ballot to control the local, county, and
National governments-a position of great dignity and power.
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",..e speak of" the sovereign people." .\re they to be soYereign in
fact or only in theory? If in fact, then each citizen must own and
control something. In a scn,-e he must be lord of a certain territory.
This territory is called a farm, but legally it is a subdivision of the
state, to which the farmer receiYe:-s p<'rpetual title in order that he
may h:n·e the means tci support his po,-ition as an intlependent sovereign with clig-nity and Ly absolutely goverui11a a c:mall portion of
the Gnite<l State,; learn to assist wi:--ely in goYeming the whole.
BI'.ST SIZE FOR S~I.\LL F.\JDIS.

This is tlw attitncle of tlw state to,Yarcl indi,·iclnal ownership of
land. and thel,<' lancls should be of an area that. ,,ill conw nearest to
the cleYelopment of the perfect citizen arnl rnler. The area must not
be so large that the income will support the owner without effort
on his part, nor should it he so small that it will make a mere toiler
out of the owner. for this narrows the intellect. It should be large
enough to pro,·icle good farm equipment. buildings. machinery, and
stock and furnish labor for the family. The annual income must
lw sufficient to improYe the farm, educate the family. assist in start.
iug its members in ways of independent support. and pro,-icle a resPtTC' for old age. The rnitecl States has fixed that area in some
States at lGO acres. The right acreage of the farm depends upon
conditions. In semiarid sections it may require more than double
that number of acres, while near large cities less than one-fourth
may answer the purpose.
CIIANGES XEEDED TO IXCREASE TIIE DIGXITY OF RCR.\L LIFE.

Gncler the new order of things, i.o attain the best results. the policy
of maintaining large plantations in the South must be abandoned;
all the idle lands must be brought into use and made profitable; labor
£or men and women must be held in honor; di ,·er:::ified agriculture
must supplant, the one-crop system to insure safety. and all the best
conditions for a life of usefulness, culture, and influence must be
established in the country.
Before rural life can be held in the highest honor the following
conditions must be secured :
(1) ~\ much larger percentage of the farmers niHl their families
must be broadly educated and of high character.
(2) The £arm lands must be so improwcl an<l managed as to yield
a more certain and profitable return for labor expended and afford
greater profit than employment in the city.
(3) The farm improvements must be durable, 1-;uited to the requirements of the farm, convenient, and attractive.
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(-±) Clrnrclws. ~chools. means of communication, ~ocial conditions,
and opportunities for accumulating wealth and for ciYic preferment
must be better for the masses in the country than in the city.
AGRICULTUR.\L COLLEGE TRAINING ALOXE NOT SUFFICIENT.

The problem is ho'l'I" to effect these rural changes for the better.
Education being so important, many haYe thought and still think
that the e;.tablishment of agricultural colleges will accomplish the
object. Forty year::;' trial has sho'l'l"n that most of the college-trainl'd
youth. whether in schools of agriculture, science, or classics, leaYe
the farm for reasons not difficult to understand. The education required is one that can reach the adult masses as well as the young and
will hold them to the farm. The error is in a failure to see that the
situation can not be overcome by a college education, however helpful it may be to a man as a citizen. It is a mass problem and must be
met by a mass training..
THE S)L\LL F.\R)I TIU: BEST SCHOOL.

The practical and sane way of accomplishing the result is to induce
the farmers to try better methods and note the result in improving
their farms-to make tillage less expensive and production more
certain, to double the crop to the acre and halve the cost. 'While
the farmer succe::;.-;fully solves the problems of the farm his experience ·widens and he becomes a broader man, till he is broad enough
to size up the whole situation and has the means to execute his plan.
~\.s men broaden they have higher aspirations for their children,
and better schola;,lic education will accompany the general uplift.
11ell-informcd men who are successful farmers arc generally
agreed that a thorough kno"·ledg-e of agriculture can be acquired
in one way onl~·, and that is by working out the problems of the farm
upon the farm. There ic:; a world of details, of business kno,declge,
skill. and tact about farming that can be acquired only by contact
with the soil and cxpcricnct> in the life of a farmer.
This education of the farmer upon his farm by working out problems in the field and receiYing the answer in the crib or granary is,
like all education, a pcr,-onal matter, and C'arh man must. acquire it
for him,-elf. Thi, points to the small farm, personally worked, as
best for the man, for the land. £or society, and for the state.
Eclncation is what a human being absorbs in a usable' form by
experience. by observation, and from oral and written instruction.
The "·orld's most, important school is the home and the small farm.
To secure the best rc,ults the small farml.'J' is forced to cliversif>' his
crop and to ha ,·e a per--onal knowll'clgr of all details relating to the
farm. For safety he must get an income from a variety of pro<l.ucts,
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because a single crop may fail in yield or meet a nonresponsirn
market. This wider range of products broadens the knowledge of
the farmer, and in the natural course of training he becomes skilled
in the management of soils, cereal and grass crops, fruits, forests,
domestic animals, farm machinery, and farm improvements. He
is forced to be a student of markets and of the art of buying and
selling to the best advantage; he learns the requirements of society
and the advantages of cooperati;-e effort. Cooperation may commence with an exchange of labor "·ith a neighbor because he is
short-handed, and it may be extended until there is cooperation
with several in buying and selling, in promoting better highways,
schools, and churches, and in the general uplift of the neighborhood.
This small farmer acquires his knowledge from many viewpointsas a laborer and an employer; as a "·age-earner and a capitalist; as
:1 producer and a consumer; ns an oy1·ner of land and a payer of
taxes; and as a recipient of the benefits that come from rural improvement and the maintenance of law and order. No school or
college in the land affords such varied instruction as this farm life
or impresses it so lastingly upon the mind.
It is a school in "·hich common sense is taught. Common sen,:e
is a thorough appreciation of common things and how to use them
to the best advantage, or, if principles, how to apply them. This
sort of "·isclom can only come through experience. Many persons
with slight acquaintance with books nre perfect encyclopedias of the
common and exact kno1'.·ledge so useful in everyday life.
THRIFT .\XD COXSERVATIS::II CI-URACTERISTIC OF THE S::IIALL FAR)[ER.

No nation can be great without thrift. Thrift is the conservation
of the products of toil and is taught by lessons of privation. Opulence and large incomes · are not teachers of thrift. Even such as
receive a fixed salary or the ,,age-,rnrkers learn less of thrift than
the small farmer. Once the harvest is ended, the products must be
stored "·ith care to i11eet the wants of the family, and all the more
care is necessary if there is no credit s~·stem.
The small farmer becomes conservative. He is not sure of the
harvest or of the markets, and ,Yhen these are made sure he has
.learned that the problems of another season must be met before the
present income is safe from depletion.
Communities of small farmers tend to promote common honesty.
a respect for the rights of others ancl for law. Xo one is rich enough
to dominate his neighbors or so poor that his influence may be disregarded. The stock, products, and property of all arc alike exposed to trespassers and depredator,;: hence, a common interest unites
them for mutual protection, and the primary lessons of society are
thus taught.
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YE.\RBOOK OF TUE DEP.\ltL\!E)\T OF .\GR1Cl'L'lTRE .

The eclucation acquired on the small farm broaclens citizenship.
hccau:;;e it is a many-sided education and giYcs correct impressions
of 11urny phases of life. ~\.11 on•1· the ,rnrld the small. imlcp('l1clcnt
formers arc staunch :::upportcrs of ron~ervntin' :ro, cn111wnt. They
arc inten:;c lowrs of homl' and opposed to raclical changt's.
r1timatcly the small farmer lc:1rns to keep a rcserYc of cash
against c1ncrgencics. and the,;e ag~r<'gated accumulations bcconw
nn· importaut factors in the capital of the ~ation. for they arc
1norc reliable than deposits from commcr<'ial sonrct'"· The yast
i,1tms of money nccrss,n-y to carry on the bu,-ine,;s of a nation arc not.
c1criYcd from the clepo,;ih of capitalists. but from the aggregation of
rnilliom: of thrifty small clcpositor,;. This is especially true in
J:nglnnd. Franee: Germany. and the Unitctl States.
Tl has \wen oh,-.crYed for year,- that. the sons of .-.;mall farnwr,,
ckwlop nianaging ability. From their enrlic:--l yc,1rs the~- arc comprl1ccl to do things and to act inclcpendcntly. It is from this source
that the greatc:::t number of manager:; of the Y:U'ious enterprises of
our country haYe been drawn .
. \ BODY OF S'.l.\LI, F.\R)IERS .\tn".\).T.\GEOL'S TO TJrn ::-S .\TIO:N'.

If all i,- consiclcre<l education that "lca(ls out," clcYelop:;, or trains
the individual, then the amount of education acquirccl in c,·cn the
best )',choob is only a fraction of what the awragc man must know
to succeetl in life. It is. then, of the high<"St importam·c to the state
that this greater mass o{ kno"·leclgc sho1tlcl be eorrcct, broad, consern1tiYe, and eleYating. Liberal provision has been mack for
school,; by the state. by churches, ancl by incli,iclual gifts, but the
molding of this greater knowlellge to the besl interests of society has
ht>en mainly left to the caprice o{ indiYichrnl effort. The state can
"·ith propriety specially foster such cond ition:c. of -aociety, such lines
of industry. or :::uch occupations as e,·iclentl~· tend to mental ancl
physical Yigor, to brea<l.th of understanding. to the best citizenship,
ancl to the stability of the stntr. For these encls no more potent
influence has been found than an intelligent. prosperou!-, and contented body of thrifty small former,;.
POSSIBLI~ STEPS TOW.\RD THE FOSTI:HI::'>G OF S)I .\LT, 1•·.rn,mns.

The Stales ancl the ~- ntional GoYernmcnt ha,c a ideel hy the gift
of lands for homes ancl hy th<' promotion of rural schools an<l free
mail defo·ery. \Zhat :further steps can the Go,·ernmcnt rightfully
take to improve rural conditions? Inasmuch a;; the net Yaluc,; of all
Ow products of the farms depend upon the co,;t of tranc.;portation as
well as the markets, the X}ltional Government should ._ee that rnral
districts arc servecl at a freight charge based on the co:,t of scn·ice
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\;umpusll the object. There must be real dignity; that is, the men
on the farms must have character. manliness, education. and energy.
The farms must show by their improvemenb and judicious management that they belong to lhaL type of men, £or the improYemenls are
the visible expressions of what is in the man.
It is impossible to impress upon anyone that there is dignity in
residing upon a farm with impoverished soil, dilapidated buildings,
and an e1wironment of ignorance.
The adult rural people of the South arc open to conviction and
eager to learn. The problem that confronts the States and the
Xation is, Shall the opportunity be given to them or to their
children~
Shall the better conditions be wrought out by successful demonstrations thnt influence the present loilers upon the farms, or shall
the reforms be deferred until the nexL generation and accomplished
by the education and training of the youth?
"'\Yhy may not a prosperous people carry on both methods simultaneously and reach the desired encl in the briefest p<'riod of time?
The great value of educating and training youth for agriculture
is so universally conceded lhat it does not require discussion. The
necessity of presenting and impressing bettei· types of husbandry
upon adult farmers through demonstrations under their care is rapidly being accepted by the American people as a most important
means of education for the rural masses and necessary to any general
and rapid advancement.
The opinion that the municipality, the State, and the Xation arc
responsible only for the menial training of youth, mainly through
books, has bC'cn too common. A broader conception of education
includes instruction to adult.c, in all useful know ledge applicable to

